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	For beginners or intermediate users this is a highly practical cookbook for Microsoft Dynamics GP. Now you can really get to grips with enterprise resource planning by engaging with real-world solutions through recipes and screenshots.


	Overview

	
		Understand the various tips and tricks to master Dynamics GP, and improve your system's stability in order to enable you to get work done faster
	
		Discover how to solve real world problems in Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 with easy-to-understand and practical recipes
	
		Access proven and effective Dynamics GP techniques from authors with vast and rich experience in Dynamics GP



	In Detail


	Microsoft Dynamics GP is an enterprise resource planning system, essentially an accounting system on steroids, designed for mid-sized organizations. The implementation of Dynamics GP is usually considered to be complex, and people often realize there must be more efficient ways of working with the system. This book will show readers how to improve their use of Dynamics GP and get the most out of this tool quickly and effectively.


	"Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 Cookbook" picks up where implementation training leaves off. Whether you are new or experienced you will find useful recipes for improving the way you use and work with Dynamics GP. The clear recipe steps and screenshots make implementing these solutions easy for users of any level and will be sure to improve your efficiency with the Dynamics GP 2013 system.


	The book starts with recipes designed to enhance the usefulness of Microsoft Dynamics GP by personalizing the look and feel of the application. Most of the recipes are designed to give tips for a typical installation of Dynamics GP, including core financials and distribution modules. The book then moves through recipes that include automating Dynamics GP to allow users or administrators to focus on value adding tasks, harnessing the power of SmartLists to leverage both simplicity and power, connecting Dynamics GP to Microsoft Office 2013, exposing hidden features in Dynamics GP, and much more!


	Through the final chapters, the book covers system maintenance and extending Dynamics GP with the Support Debugging Tool and Professional Services Tools Library.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Personalise Microsoft Dynamics GP to improve accessibility and efficiencies
	
		Use the tools in the Professional Services Tools Library to improve processes or amend data efficiently
	
		Maintain Dynamics GP and ensure proper operation of the system using optimum processes
	
		Efficiently organize Microsoft Dynamics GP to improve processes
	
		Leverage the power of SmartLists using proven tips and techniques and undocumented search functionalities
	
		Connect Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 to Microsoft Office 2013
	
		Enhance the usability of Microsoft Dynamics GP with hacks
	
		Expose hidden features in Microsoft Dynamics GP to improve efficiency and get more from the system
	
		Deploy and use the Support Debugging Tool to trace, locate, and resolve problems encountered by users



	Approach


	"Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 Cookbook" is a highly practical beginner to intermediate Cookbook to improve your efficiency and master your use of Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013. All the recipes are time-proven; real-world tested, and designed to be used immediately.


	Who this book is written for


	If you’re a Dynamics GP partner or Dynamics GP user, primarily focused on delivering application optimizations, then "Microsoft Dynamics GP 2013 Cookbook" is for you.
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Moral Capitalism: Reconciling Private Interest with the Public GoodBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2003
The world is drifting without a clear plan for its economic development, Communism is dead, but many see capitalism as amoral and too easily abused. In the wake of the debacles of Enron and other corporate scandals, continued jobless growth, and a languid economy, we need a roadmap to a better future. Written by Stephen Young, the global...
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Financial AccountingSouth-Western College, 2006

	This revision of Financial Accounting is the most significant in the book’s long history. The substantial changes we have made are geared to meeting the needs of today’s students, who not only face a business world increasingly complicated by ethical issues, globalization, and technology, but who also have more demands on their...
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Sams Teach Yourself GIMP in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 1999
Rather than simply running down a list of GIMP's capabilities, Sams Teach Yourself GIMP in 24 Hours actually teaches graphic art techniques and web media creation using GIMP. The GIMP is a fairly complex program with many features and capabilities, but not so complex to be beyond the grasp of most competent computer users. Sams Teach Yourself Gimp...
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After Effects Most WantedFriends of Ed, 2003

	So you've got a copy of After Effects and an idea of what this professional motion graphics and effects tools can do...but what can you really do with After Effects? How far can you push it? What are the best effects that you can create? What are the essential skills and techniques that you need to really make your creations stand...
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Learn Ionic 2: Develop Multi-platform Mobile AppsApress, 2017

	
		Explore key scenarios required for building quality Ionic apps quickly and easily and bring them to the iOS and Android mobile ecosystem.

	
		
			Learn Ionic 2 explains various techniques to quickly integrate third-party back end systems. With this short guide, you'll benefit from practical examples of...
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Sports Nutrition: Fats and ProteinsCRC Press, 2007
The text essentially comprises sixteen independent essays, written by various experts in sport nutrition, each contribution provides 100 or more recent references. … the first half is allocated to the metabolism of a particular nutrient, and the second half considers the minimum requirements of the athlete and the possible impact upon...
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